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 Observation summary of iKAGRA
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iKAGRA observation
 1st run: Mar. 25, 9:00(JST)  -  Mar. 31, 17:00(JST)

GPS:  1142899217  -  1143446417
 2nd run: Apr. 11, 9:00(JST)  -  Apr. 25, 17:00(JST)

GPS:  1144368017  -  1145606417

Open Loop Transfer Function measurement
 Apr. 10, 13:00(JST)

We are working on regeneration h(t) using April run data.
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 OLTF mesurement
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OLTF: G (1+G) / G

measured by Miyakawa-san

Reference transfer function was measured
at the day before observation start.

UGF: 94Hz (Apr. run)
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 RT model and calibration lines
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Feedback Signal
(before UGF servo)

Feedback Signal
(after UGF servo)

UGF SERVO

80Hz and 135Hz Lines

- 5 lines were injected using actuators.
- UGF servo uses gain at 80Hz as a reference.
- 111, 113, and 115Hz line injected

only ETMX, ETMY, and BS respectively.

111Hz

ETMY

ETMX

BS

113Hz

115Hzto online h(t)
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 spectrum of feedback signal
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during April runduring TF measurement

Only 80Hz line was injected when reference TF was measured.
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 strategy on h(t) reconstruction
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using feedback signal (after UGF servo)

We cannot separate the actuator response from optical response
because PCAL had not installed in iKAGRA.

time dependent factor

We chose 80Hz line as f line.

h = �T (t)T0(f) vfb

�
T0(f) = A0(f)

1 + G0(f)
G0(f)

�

�T (t) =
vfb,t(f = fline)
vfb,0(f = fline)
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 time variation of 80Hz line
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estimation of line amplitude　
32s-long FFT ： for separating 111, 113, and 115Hz lines sufficiently
128s-long integration：for earning SNR of line amplitude
                                     for suppressing the effect of noise transients　

estimation of SNR of calibration line　
using neighbor frequency

of the calibration line as noise floor.
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 time variation of 80Hz line
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・80Hz line amplitude

・SNR of 80Hz line
　　～ several hundreds
　SNR is large enough
　　for a few % ～ 10 %
　　accurate calibration.

Reference TF was measured
～ 2 hours

= 1799 [cnt/rHz]
� 1796± 17 [cnt/rHz]

Injected amplitude was changed from 300 to 500 cnt
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 time variation of 80Hz line

～ 16 days

Line amplitude varied greatly
in just before unlock
and just after lock.
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 time variation of 80Hz line

～ 16 days

Line amplitude varied greatly
in just before unlock
and just after lock.

Remove
  - 10min. just before unlock data
  - 10min. just after lock data
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 time variation of 80Hz line

- SNR of line is enough large.
for evaluating a few % 
~ 10% uncertainty.

- More than 99% of entry
 is SNR > 100

99%
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 another line amplitude
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ETMX ETMY BS

111, 113, and 115Hz line was injected
only in ETMX, ETMY, and BS mirror respectively.

The amplitude fluctuate 
because these lines injected just after the UGF servo.
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 another line amplitude
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s(f=111) / s(f=113) s(f=111) / s(f=115) s(f=113) / s(f=115)

The amplitude ratio between 111, 113, and 115Hz line.

Fluctuation of amplitude ratio is smaller than that of amplitude.
So we can guess main reason of a drift TF gain

is a drift of optical gain.
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 time variation 135Hz line
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135Hz line was not used in UGF servo.

So UGF servo corrected gain appropriately
when amplitude of 135Hz line is stable enough.

The amplitude of 135Hz line
is stable within ～1.3%
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Analog and Digital AI filters was missing in reconstruction filter.
Missing filters twist GW waveform especially in high frequency band.

 missing filters in online h(t) 
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h = (AI) (dAI) A
1 + G

G
vfb

Analog AIAnalog Anti-Imaging(AI) Digital AIDigital AI
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Analog and Digital AI filters was missing in reconstruction filter.
Missing filters twist GW waveform especially in high frequency band.

 missing filters in online h(t) 
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h = (AI) (dAI) A
1 + G

G
vfb

Analog AIAnalog Anti-Imaging(AI) Digital AIDigital AI

 missing AI filter include AI filter

Loss of SNR
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 summary
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 check the online h(t) of iKAGRA　
 Drift of optical gain is dominant.  (111, 113, and 115Hz)　
 UGF servo filter worked fine： uncertainty～1.3% (135Hz)
 Some circuit filters is missing in online h(t)： Loss of SNR～2-3%

 update reconstruction filter　
 prepared analog/digital AI for offline h(t).　




